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Special Discount  $19.99  $8.99. Get your copy right now!   Printed on Black Paper but also on

white paper!   This best selling adult coloring book is the perfect way to cool down and relax for

those with a subversive and irreverent sense of humor. In fact, some words in this book are vulgar!  

Beautiful & Unique Stress Relief Designs To Color Each Coloring Page is designed for Fun and

RelaxationIt includes a Digital PDF Edition for Unlimited PrintingIt includes 27 Exclusive Swear

Word Coloring Pages Designed for Adults Each Coloring Page is printed on a separate sheet to

avoid bleed throughEach Swear Word is Designed with Animals, Flowers, Motifs, and PatternsThe

Variety of Pages Ensure There is Something for Every Skill Level Follow us on Snapchat at:

Rainbowcoloring  Featuring some of the most inappropriate swear words imaginable, these beautiful

designs are a joy to color. Each swear word is designed with animals: most of them from the Jungle,

but also with flowers and other beautiful patterns.   Use the special link inside the book and get the

PDF VersionSized to frame at 8.5" x 8.5"Single-Sided PagesPrinted on white paperSingle-Sided

PagesPrinted on white paper & on Black Paper Here are some words you'll find inside the book:

What The FuckFuck OffDickheadWho The Fuck Are You? IdiotBitchassFuckwitWhat The Fuck Is

Going On?ShagDumbassDumbcuntAssholeAnd Much More..! This is perfect for any adults who

want to amuse themselves or their loved ones. Simply relax, choose the swear word of your choice

and then color.   Get Your Copy Today!
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I love adult coloring and I love this color book. 30 beautiful designs on both black and white paper.

This is a great stress relief for me. I have mobility problems and can't get around like I would like to.

This gives me an outlet. I am not known for my filter so I say a lot. This book let me vent without

yelling things out loud. A few of my friends have seen this book and this is what they want for

Christmas. Tell's you a little about my friends LOL.I really like the black pages they show off all the

bright different colors. I mainly use color pens but also use pencils. The designs are so nice you can

really make something beautiful. You can use lots of different colors. The book is not to expensive

so if you mess up no big deal.I recommend this to all who do adult coloring as a stress relief.

This is an awesome ADULT only coloring book! The cover of this coloring book is like any

paperback cover you could imagine but is nice is sturdy, not easily ripped. This has some great

designs and pictures inside of it! Every page of course contains some type of swear word so this

book is only for adults. Some of the backgrounds are white and some are black, the black pages

look very cool when you color with bright pens or pencils. The pictures are made out of art paper so

you can really use anything you want to color the pages, including water colors! The pages

themselves are nice and thick and easily torn out of the book. If you are at all offended by "bad"

words then I would recommend against this however I think its hilarious! There are a total of 56

pictures to color in this book and each page is a good size so it will take you quite awhile to get

through this entire book! Adult coloring books like this one are amazing for relaxing and clearing

your mind, they also help to reduce anxiety and stress in people! I love to light up a candle, put on a

pair of headphones with my favorite music blaring and go to town coloring pictures! Due to the fact

there are so many details in the pictures they do take quite awhile to color one page. The pictures

themselves have various animals, flowers and nature things in them as well as a cuss word or two. I

would highly recommend this as a gift to your friends who don't get offended by swear words or as a

gag/white elephant gift to another adult! I received this product free in exchange for an honest and

unbiased review.

I love adult coloring books and I swear like a sailor so this coloring book has been perfect for me! I

love that it comes with both white backgounds and black backgrounds. I really like that it has more

of a book feel to it than a coloring book and it is extremely well made. It has 60 pages of sweary

words, animals and flowers to color with 30 different designs total. I have found it fun and relaxing to

color some of these designs. It has been a great stress reliever for me on crazy days. I have not had

any issues with colors bleeding through the paper which is nice and the back side is blank so it



doesnt leave imprints on other pictures as you are coloring. The designs and patterns are intricate

and look great. I look at it as a good kind of inappropriate art work. You could rip the pages out if

you want but I have enjoyed leaving mine in the book. Not only is this coloring book filled with fun

pages to color but you can download it for unlimited pages to color! I have enjoyed this coloring

book immensely and will be ordering more for my friends and family! I just look at it and it makes me

all happy inside. When I color my stress all goes away! This is a great coloring book and I highly

recommend it if you are into coloring and need some relief from stress and anxiety!*Some of my

pictures of the pages have been altered to make it a bit more appropriate. The words are complete

in the coloring book itself.Disclosure: I received this product for free, in exchange for an honest,

unbiased review. All opinions are my own.

I'm not even sure hsow to write this review without getting flagged! But if you are even thinking

about buying this....just pull the trigger. You definitely want this in your home, at your fingertips!I was

seriously dying during my first read over of this book. It is HILARIOUS. I like that there are 2 copies

of each drawing, one in a white background and one in a black background.Also, the designs

outside of being naughty are actually quite pretty! Which makes the naughtiness allllll the better. It is

so unexpected.For the price, you can't beat it. I forsee buying a couple of these to keep on hand for

gifts. They will make the most memorable and funny present for others. And literally, something that

people will actually enjoy! They may not be able to display it, but they can still enjoy the heck out of

it. However, my first completed coloring is proudly displayed on my fridge.Love this and TOTALLY

recommend it!!!

I love these coloring book and I keep purchasing them to gift to friends! The pages are nice and

thick and could withstand markers if someone so desires. I personally use color pencil and because

the paper is smooth, you don't get that scratchy feeling.

Absolutely in LOVE with the pages. The designs are amazing as well. The only downfall is that the

paper is a textured paper and I use colored pencils and they get worn down very quickly due to the

paper. Now Im looking into purchasing gel pens just for this book. Also would have LOVED for the

pages to be perferated for easy removal. I am someone who can not color in the book. So that and

the paper texture is the only reason this book didn't receive 5 stars.

The funniest thing ive ever bought as a gift. The recipient LOVED it



Gave this coloring book as a gift. It was a hit.
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